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The X-Server is the communication server of the database system. It listens at a service port
for connection requests from database applications and database tools. In the process list, this
process is called vserver. A new vserver process is generated for every user process that logs
on to the database remotely. The generating process serves the user; the new process waits for
the next user logon. On Windows, an additional thread is started for the user logon.
On Windows, the X-Server runs as a service.
Local user sessions communicate with the database instance via a shared memory.
If you want to force the database system to establish the connection via an X server, specify
localhost as the database computer when logging on to the database.
Note that the JDBC interface needs the x_server even if it is installed on the same computer as
the database.

MaxDB 7.8 introduced the isolated software installation. Every database installed for SAP
application uses its own port number. Clients first connect to a global listener which returns the
instance specific port number. The client then connects to the x_server assigned to the
instance.
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Firstly we have a look at the start phase of the x_server in an environment with databases of
versions up to 7.7. This is a non-isolated software environment.
Under UNIX the x_server program starts a process with the name vserver which acts as
listener.
Under Windows a thread serv.exe is started which also acts as a listener.
These pictures just describe the initial start. No connect from a remote client has taken place so
far.
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Before it is shown how the start phase works in an isolated environment the concept of the
global listener is introduced.
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These pictures show the start phase of the global listener and its depending processes. No
connect has taken place so far.
Under UNIX the sdbgloballistener starts a process sdbgloballistener which listens to a specific
port number. For each database the corresponding x_server program is started which starts a
first vserver process which acts as listener.

In principle it‘s the same for Windows. The names are different. You find a serv.exe in the list of
services which acts as global listener. Each database is served by its own serv.exe (acting as
listener) which is started directly by the Windows Service Manager.
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The following slides show how a connect is handled that has been issued from a remote host.

This picture shows how a connect is done (in a UNIX system) within a non-isolated
environment. There are databases of versions 7.6 and 7.7.

The vserver(listener) must be of the highest database version that is installed on the server.

In this example it has to be updated if a higher patch of 7.7 is installed.

Example:
The client sends a connect request to DB76 to the vserver(listener) running on the database
host.
The vserver(listener) forks a process vserver. A user task of one of the User Kernel Processes
(UKT) of DB76 is assigned to this vserver.
From now on there is a direct communication between the client and its assigned vserver
process.
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To connect to a remote database, you have the following options:
You specify the database name, the port number for the database and the database computer.
You are then directly connected to the vserver of the installation to which the database belongs
to, and this vserver connects you to the database.
You only specify the database name and the database computer. Internally, the system
executes the following steps:

 during logon (connect) the remote client contacts the global listener (1)
 the global listener returns the port number of the database-specific vserver (assigned to
the installation) to the remote client
(port mapping) (2)

 the remote client automatically connects to the vserver that belongs to the installation (3)
 the vserver (listener) forks a vserver process (4)
 from now on there is direct communication between the remote client and the forked
vserver process (5)

Vserver processes of DB78 are located in a different path than vservers of DB79. The database
name is part of the path name.
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For the communication between older clients and databases as of version 7.8 as well as for
communication between clients as of version 7.8 and older databases, the global listener acts
as vserver (downward-compatibility). Only for communication between clients and databases
that are both of version ≥ 7.8, the global listener additionally provides the port-mapping function
as described before.
If a client connects to a database of version 7.6 then it also contacts the global listener and
provides the name (and version) of the database. But as there is no special vserver assigned to
this version the global listener acts as vserver itself and forks a process named
sdbgloballistener. It does not contain the database name within its path name.
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If additionally a (7.8.) client connects to a database of version 7.8 or higher the proceeding is
the same as in a pure isolated environment:

 during logon (connect) the remote client contacts a global listener (1)
 the global listener returns the port number of the database-specific vserver (assigned to
the installation) to the remote client (2)

 the remote client automatically connects to the vserver that belongs to the installation (3)
 the vserver (listener) forks a vserver process (4)
 from now on there is direct communication between the remote client and the vserver
process (5)
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In principle, in Windows environments the proceeding in a mixed environment with isolated and
non-isolated installations is the same as in UNIX systems.

 during logon (connect) the remote client contacts a global listener (1)
 the global listener returns the port number of the database-specific vserver (assigned to
the installation) to the remote client (2)

 the remote client automatically connects to the vserver that belongs to the installation (3)
 a thread within the serv.exe process is created
 from now on there is direct communication between the remote client and the newly
created thread

The names of the processes differ and under Windows there is a thread concept.
The serv.exe (listener) with port number 7200 will not fork other processes but will create
threads within the process serv.exe for the new connect request. The path containing the
database name can be seen in the process list.

For connect requests for versions <= 7.7 the serv.exe with port number 7210 acts as global
listener and will directly create new threads within its own process. There is no direct
assignment to the database; the name is not contained in the process list.
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Usually with the start of the sdbgloballistener also the x_servers for the different installations are
started.
(As of 7.9 you can change that behaviour by setting a special „automatic flag“ during x_server
installation. For example in FlexFrame environments it might make sense to prevent the
automatic start process for all x_servers.)
If the global listener is already running and several databases have been installed afterwards,
the x_servers for those databases have to be started explicitly.
If the option –all is specified when stopping the global listener, all database-dependent
x_servers are also stopped.
Without option –all only the global listener is stopped and all x_servers can be stopped
individually.
The different pathes can be identified with
dbmcli –u <dbm>,<pw> dbm_getpath
Example output:
ClientProgPath=/sapdb/DB78/db
InstallationPath=/sapdb/DB78/db
GlobalProgPath=/sapdb/programs
DataPath=/sapdb/DB78/data
GlobalDataPath=/sapdb/data
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-S <tcp_port>[,N:<ni_port][,E:<ssl_port>]
Only starts the installation-specific X server with the corresponding port number.
Note that to specify NI and SSL port numbers, you must use the sdbgloballistener program (not
the x_server program).
-F
If you set this option, the program does not determine the computer name of the application
logging on to the DNS server (no reverse DNS lookup).
If it is taking a long time to connect to a remote database, restart the program with this option.
Like this, you can find out whether the DNS server is responsible for the slow connection.
-U (UNIX only)
When the sdbgloballistener has to be exchanged it is not necessary to stop the whole
environment (all x_servers of running databases). The –U option can be used to perform the
upgrade in the background.
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-S <tcp_port>
Only starts the installation-specific x_server with the corresponding port number

-F
If you set this option, the program does not determine the computer name of the application
logging on to the DNS server (no reverse DNS lookup).
If it is taking a long time to connect to a remote database, restart program with this option. Like
this, you can find out whether the DNS server is responsible for the slow connection.
-a [ON|OFF]
Enables/disables the automatic start of the x_server by the sdbgloballistener
-U (UNIX only)
When the x_server has to be exchanged it is not necessary to stop the whole environment. The
–U option can be used to perform the upgrade in the background.
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There are default numbers that are used as port number.
The global listener usually listens to port number 7210.
Other port numbers could be used by making changes in /etc/services.
The port numbers for the different databases are incremented by 3.
You see in the example that per database three different port numbers are used. The additional
ones are used for NI connections and for encryption purposes. As port number 7210 is usually
reserved for the global listener the installation tool will look for the next free port number.
If a database is dropped and the port numbers are free again, they will be used for newly
installed databases.
In future there will be an additional option for inst_enum; alternatively the database name can
be specified:
dbmcli inst_enum <DB name>
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The protocol identifier can be used to determine the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier).
The URI is a compact string of characters used to identify MaxDB/liveCache specific resources.
Any URI syntax is dependent on a specific scheme which will not be explained here in detail. To
get an impression see the following example:
liveCache:remote://mypc:3322/database/myserverdb/procserver/12345678
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Connecting via SAPRouter
Connections to the database via SAPRouter are always established via the global listener.
These connections use the NI or the NISSL protocol with designated ports.
To encrypt the data transfer between the client and the global listener/X servers, SAP
customers can use SSL/TLS.
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UNIX:
The output of the ps command (ps –ef | grep vserver) determines which vserver process
communicates with which database via the path name. In the example the vserver processes
belong to the database EXPERTDB. If there are several sdbgloballistener processes in the
process list then you can conclude that databases with versions <= 7.7 are operated.

Windows:
Multi-thread application:
Only one process runs and a new thread is started for each remote logon (connect)
Which process serv.exe belongs to which database cannot be directly seen. You can activate
the path display in the ‚Command line‘ and identify the database in the display of processes.
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GlobalDataPath and PrivateDataPath can be determined by use of the xinstinfo tool.
The pathes can also be displayed with
dbmcli –u <dbm>,<pw> dbm_getpath
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In the shown example DB77 is updated to a higher patch level within version 7.7.07. As this is
the installation on the server with the highest version number the x_server has to be updated,
too. Under UNIX the DB76 can continue operation when the software is exchanged. A copy of
the executable is generated (in the background). Under Windows all databases on the server
have to be stopped to perform the software update.
If a software update for database DB76 to a higher 7.6 is required the x_server software will not
be affected.

Single steps in more detail (for upgrade to a higher 7.7.07 patch):
-

DB77 is stopped

-

vserver (listener) and vserver processes for DB76 are still running

-

during SDPUPD for DB77 a copy of vserver (listener) is generated

-

the executable x_server of version 7.7.07.32 is replaced by 7.7.07.46

-

when x_server (7.7.07.46) is started a new vserver (listener) has to be created

-

during the short time period of the exchange also DB76 does not accept new requests for
remote login
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In this example the database DB79 is upgraded from 7.9.08.05 to 7.9.08.11. When the
database is stopped all vserver processes forked by the vserver(listener) that had been started
by x_server of port 7203 are stopped. All other databases are not affected. It is not necessary to
stop the globallistener to bring it to the highest version.
Single steps in more detail:
- DB79 ís stopped
- the vserver (listener) of DB79 and all processes forked by it are stopped
- the vserver (listener) of DB78 continues operation
- during SDBUPD the x_server (7203) executable is exchanged
- when the software is installed the x_server of port 7203 starts again the vserver (listener)
for DB79
- the sdbgloballistener itself is not affected
At rare intervals there might be logical breaks or important error corrections within the
sdbgloballistener. If it should be necessary to exchange the sdbgloballistener the administrator
will be informed by the installation tools.
The update of the global listener can be done separately without affecting the connections that
are already established for the different databases. As the sdbgloballistener (listener) is still
running (as a copy) also new connections are possible.
There will be a short time interval when the sdbgloballistener executable stops the old
sdbgloballistener(listener) process and starts the new one with the upgraded version in which
no new connections are accepted.
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